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Evaluations of IM projects and strategies: 

a forgotten or impossible step?



1
Humanitarian Context

Goal of protecting people in crises, 
reducing suffering,

and supporting recovery

Describes the impact against which we can evaluate

Outcome



2
Information Context

Referring to the impact of 
information products and services, 

such as maps, graphics, web services

Outputs



Consider Causality

Simple cases:

Direct link from output to outcome
“Casualties evacuated by helicopter

using the coordinates and map we supplied”



Consider Causality…

And complex cases:

Complex link from output to outcome

“We are posting a daily national who-what-where map on 

ReliefWeb”



And somewhere inbetween



What factors can make causal pathways 

complex?
…and hence challenging to evaluate



What factors can make causal pathways 

complex?
…and hence challenging to evaluate

• Many decision makers

• Many decision inputs – not only information products 

(political environment, funding…)

• To what extent are decisions in emergencies based on 

evidence rather than experience / heuristics? 

(‘Thinking, Fast and Slow’)



Humantarian
outcomes

Many inputs 
and 

considerations

Many 
decisions and 

decision 
makers

Many maps



A quick experiment

Working with your neighbour….

a. Think of a typical information product/service

b. What humanitarian impact might it have?

c. How simple (1) / complex (10) is the causal pathway?

1 10

Simple ComplexHow complex is the causal pathway?



MapAction Approach
• Work in progress

• Based around a Theory of Change, or Logic Model



Outputs

• Produce information in accessible formats 
such as maps, graphics and services

Provision

• Provide humanitarian decision makers with 
info’ about (e.g.) context, unmet needs, 
priorities, and response capacity

Decisions

• Strategic and operational decisions based 
on relevant and timely situation info

Outcomes
• Better humanitarian outcomes for people 

affected by crises

Internal / 
controllable 
factors

Externalities and 
assumptions 

• Can they be 
evidenced? 

• Can they 
otherwise 
justified?

MapAction: Logic Model

Theory of 
Change



Evaluation techniques
Contribution analysis
Aims to elicit insights into apparent usage of products and services by 

key actors and to infer their contribution, among others, to key 

decisions and actions by user organisations

• “To what extent did the maps developed and disseminated by the 

MapAction teams during the Hurricane Irma and Hurricane Maria 

responses contribute to a more coordinated and effective 

humanitarian response than would have otherwise occurred?”



Inter-agency evaluation?
• Where humanitarian actors are using information inputs 

from multiple sources

• Avoid duplicated effort for both evaluators and 

humanitarian actors



Reduce the evaluation challenge through 

design?
In effect, reduce the ‘externalities and assumptions’, by 

designing information products that as far as possible 

support decisions, decision making processes, and 

outcomes.



Impossible?
• Some info products are consistently popular, yet are 

prove difficult to connect to specific outputs. Is it too 

complex to evaluate their impact in the context of an 

humanitarian emergency?

• Maps that are consistently requested and produced: can 

we assume they are useful?


